We have always seen different rules and
trends for every Season when it comes
to Makeup, but this year seems to really mix it up. Yes you heard correctly.
All the beautiful options this year are
not only countless but fit every young
teenage girl going through her moms’
makeup box, or the one who is sporty at
home but beauty at work, all the way to
the woman who has a business conference call at 7:30 in the morning every
Monday and Friday. While grabbing
our inspirations off of beautiful models walking the runway forgetting that
majority are anywhere from 15-25. It’s
interesting how we want to sometimes
live vicariously through another face. So
for all of you makeup trend lovers live
vicariously no longer. I am going to give
you what every woman wants, the secret
to the looks this Fall/Winter 2011-2012
for every Beauty.

Product
1. MUD Lip glaze
Cantaloupe $12
2. Aqua Eyes
Eyeliner $18
3. NARS Pure Matte lipstickMontego Bay $24
4. OCC Lip Tars
NSFW/Vintage $13
5. Sephora Long-Lasting Eye
Liner-Glitter Violet $10

Make up
Your Face
By Kristina-Monique
1. Youthful Teen Beauties-Accentuate those rich
beautiful browns, exotic grays and greens or watery
blues with a well defined groomed eyebrow, clean
skin, flushed cheeks and a beautiful glossy peach lip
inspired by Runways Oscar De La Renta, Alexander
Mc Queen, Valentino, or Alexander Wangs collection. There’s no need to rush into growing up and
slapping on that extra, not just yet anyways.
2. Gothic Sheik Beauties- We all know you love that
dark mysterious look but let’s play it up a little different this Fall/Winter with those rich shiny metallics that have hit Roberto Cavallis runway. Metallics
aren’t always colorful. For a little extra, let’s have a
dramatic lash added on to that.
3. Sporty Natural Beauties-Okay, we all know you
like to do the whole natural beauty but why not play
it up with a Retro inspiration of elegance like Ralph
Laurens runway. A soft pink or rich sherbet orange
with that petal soft texture will make you feel like a
whole new you with just a dab of color.
4. Savvy Business Beauties-Let’s bump that sophisticated matte lipstick you’ve been wearing and
try something with a little more sexy. How about a
beautiful wine or a sophisticated red with a berry
glaze on top with a beautiful dark line hugging that
lash line tightly. Why not be inspired by these beautiful shades of power and beauty all in one, GUCCI
did. We all love a vixen anyways.
5. Versatile Beauties- Mix it up and make your own.
A metallic eye with a dramatic lash, and a vixen lip
is definitely what will be happening this Fall/Winter
for myself or a beautifully defined eyeliner with an
edge in color. So if you are feeling like stepping out
of the box connect with something new. We only
live once.

